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ver since the BPOs

made an entry into

India, they have

hogged the limelight

for various reasons.

For the US, outsourcing to India has

meant loss of jobs and transfer of

confidential information to third

parties. For Indians,  it has created

job opportunities, more FDI and a

rapidly expanding middle class. 

However, for tax collec-

tors, as always, the outsourcing

business remains a complex phe-

nomenon.  Firstly, it torments the tax

officers with tax issues that remain

in gray and secondly, it also bewil-

ders them with the quick pace of

their emergence.  No

sooner does one die

down, another one

starts glaring in the

face.  For example,

Indian tax implications

on telecom charges

paid by Indian BPOs

u/s 195 to offshore tel-

cos (say MCI) for

leased lines was one

such issue, which

attracted considerable

attention in the past.

And even before it

could be resolved,

another one – the Per-

manent Establishment (PE) expo-

sure of US parent of BPO — started

inviting public attention.  It is this

CBDT Circular 1 of 2004 that has

caused much concern among the tax

consultants and tax officers.  The cir-

cular states that PE of the foreign

entity will be assumed to be in India

if the foreign parent has outsourced

‘core services’ to India.  Since the

time the circular was issued, it has

whipped many a sentiment regard-

ing loss of FDI due to investors in the

BPO industry losing interest in India.  

One cannot entirely blame the

Indian tax officers for letting the

situation spin out of control.  Even

the international community is at

crossroads while facing the compli-

cations in taxing BPOs.

Understandably, if certain activi-

ties of a foreign entity were being

carried out in India, then, as per the

earlier treaty interpretation, it

would have been fairly logical to

assume that its PE exists in

India.  The business proposition

of a BPO could never have been

foreseen at that time.  The circu-

lar was essentially an attempt to

clarify certain international tax

positions.  It could have been

argued that the text of the circu-

lar was not entirely wrong.  

Since the Circular is relatively

new, it is early to predict a definite

solution for the current impasse;

however, in this regard, there are

some thoughts to share, which

may be of relevance.  At the out-
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The CBDT Circular 1

of 2004 provides an

indicative stand pro-

posed to be taken by

the tax department,

which in effect is neu-

tral to the present treaty interpre-

tations.  Its existence or lack of it

does not make much of a difference

to either the BPO or its parent.  The

hype so created after its issuance,

and sense of relief now that the

Circular is proposed to be with-

drawn, seems a bit exaggerated.  
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set, it must be recognized that it is

difficult to arrive at a concrete con-

clusion in matters of international

taxation without starting a debate,

especially, when one of the contest-

ing parties are the software lobby-

ists and the other is the tax depart-

ment.  While heated discussions

were on earlier between these two

sides, it was intriguing to see the

manner in which the pressure was

built up on the tax department with

arguments like loss of FDI, inability

of CBDT to fall in line with govern-

ment policies, US losing interest in

India, etc. From a business perspec-

tive, these arguments do not look as

strong.  A BPO outfit normally

works at a significantly reduced

cost as compared to the cost of its

US equivalent and it is this unbeat-

able value proposition, which has

driven growth in this area.  Though

taxes on such units are Nil, they are

of little consequence since dividend

tax is applicable while repatriating

profits.  So the lobbyists’ argument

in this regard may be taken with a

pinch of salt.  

What becomes clearer is an

unintended undercurrent, which

comes to light whenever such

arguments are brought forth.  It is

the anti-India-tax mindset.  If taxes

are to be legitimately levied, why

shouldn’t they be levied? Or for

that matter, why should the consul-

tants fear a legitimate PE tax when

the foreign parent can take a credit

for such taxes in its home country?

Often it is the fear of the US parent

to become exposed to the Indian

tax system that drives such argu-

ments.  Such fears are baseless.

The Indian tax department is

amongst the oldest institutions

with knowledgeable, experienced

and high caliber officers; as such,

there is no reason for foreign

investors to fear when the law of

the land is complied with.

It is recognized that the mind-

set cannot be altered overnight.

However, an effort can be made to

put things in the right perspective

regarding the subject Circular. 

Such regulations override

domestic tax legislation.

Given the treaty bene-

fit, it becomes

more intriguing

why the con-

t r o v e r s y

arose in the

first place.

Unfortunately,

it seems that the

proponents of India as

an investment destination in

other countries themselves gave it

somewhat negative publicity.  

As a professional, who would

want the resurgent India scenario

to last longer, one is of the firm

view that if taxes are legitimately

payable, the same should not be

argued against.  

In this hype, one would have

preferred to surrender to the lobby-

ists’ arguments had the Circular

raised a different platform for the

levy of international tax – which,

in reality, it does not.  Interestingly,

had it been so, it would have

ceased to have any effect since

CBDT is not bestowed with leg-

islative powers.  Further, reliance

could also be placed on Section 90

to negate any such interpretation

and be covered by the treaty provi-

sions.  Even otherwise, CBDT cir-

culars are binding only on the tax

officers and not on the assessees.  

Let us take the case of a US-

based entity that has set up a captive

BPO company in India and regis-

tered it as a unit under the STPI

scheme. For the services rendered,

the BPO unit invoices the US parent

and receives service fees.  Under the

Indo-US Double Tax Avoidance

Agreement (‘treaty’), PE, as a con-

cept signifies a fixed place

of business of the US

entity in India from

where business of

the US enterprise

is carried out

wholly or partly.

PE, under the

treaty, also

includes cases

where there is no

fixed place.  In such

cases, it is deemed to be

formed on the basis of

activities if they are not ‘inciden-

tal or auxiliary’ in nature.  A similar

principle exists u/s 9(1)(i) of the

Income Tax Act, 1961 which states

that that only so much of the income

of the non-resident will be taxed in

India as is attributable to the PE.

The BPOs do operate in India and

indeed render some services.  Based

on the above, a potential tax liability

in India does arise under Section

9(1) of the IT Act or the treaty.  

It is accepted that ‘Indian tax

liability’ on the foreign parent arises
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It is not out 

of place to mention that

the Circular does not alter

any international tax platform

but merely reiterates the princi-

ples in any bilateral treaty.  Hence

its existence or lack of it does not

change the contours of taxing

international transactions,

which are driven by the

treaty regulations.  



only on that portion of its income as

is attributable to its India-based

activities.  As aforesaid, Indo-US

treaty prescribes, under Article 7

read with Article 5, that only that

much of income of the PE would

invite ‘Indian tax liability’ as is

attributable to the operations carried

out by the PE.  Since a non-resident

has an option to be governed either

by the Act or the treaty, such tax lia-

bility may be avoided by arguing

that the non-resident does not have a

PE in India and hence there is no tax.

The principle of ‘No PE-No Tax

(NPNT)’ arises from here.  

The controversy regarding

BPOs revolves around this concept.

It is argued by the tax officers that

since the US parent is carrying

out activities in India, therefore,

they propose to tax the US entity’s

income in India.  And in order to

levy a consistent charge, CBDT

issued a Circular stating that of

the entire gamut of activities car-

ried out by the BPOs, PE of the

US entity will be assumed only if

‘core’ activities of the foreign par-

ent are being carried out in India.

In other words, as per the Circular,

unless the BPO is rendering ‘core’

services, the US entity cannot be

deemed to have a PE in India.  

Similar to what is stated in the

Circular, Article 5 of the treaty also

exempts ‘incidental and auxiliary’

services and also the activity of sup-

ply of information from the scope of

PE.  It is not deemed to be estab-

lished if the Indian BPO carries on

with such activities.  It may be said

that the Circular approached the PE

exemption in a different perspec-

tive.  Instead of defining ‘incidental

and auxiliary’ it went on to define

‘core’ services.  Though, if one

observes closely, they both describe

the same thing.  Both legislations

intend to tax core services, however,

the Circular states it directly while

the treaty states it indirectly.  

The second level of resolving

the dispute is to find answers to the

question as to what extent the BPO

activities are integral to the work-

ing of the foreign enterprise in

order to ascertain whether these

fall in the category of ‘incidental

and auxiliary’. Alternatively, one

needs to assess whether the BPO

activities are ‘core’ activities.  It

was only when the tax officers

questioned the core and the non-

core that the dispute arose and

trade representations followed.  

When CBDT issued the

Circular, it was based on the princi-

ple of levy of taxes based on core

services.  When the said Circular

was disputed, does it also mean that

even where income was earned by

an entity from rendering core ser-

vices in India, still it would not

invite the tax charge?  It may not be

appropriate to argue on those lines.

Further, with the withdrawing of the

Circular, would it mean that PE tax

could never be levied on the BPO

outfit’s parent? Well, this would be

a slightly far-fetched conclusion.  

In order to make an attempt to

clarify, it may be fair to say that

with or without the Circular, the

basic platform of international tax-

ation in India has remained unal-

tered.  The Circular was a tool to

identify the activities of the BPO

to finally ascertain whether any PE

of the foreign entities exists. This

in itself is fairly logical.  Even now,

when the Circular is being with-

drawn, this power to examine

remains with the tax officer to

question the core activities of the

parent with the objective of deter-

mining the PE scenario.  

In context of the above discus-

sion, an attempt is made here to sug-

gest an approach to resolving the

present impasse. Suppose ‘core’

services are defined as those, which

are ‘Commercially Saleable and

Sold’. Alternatively, ‘incidental

and auxiliary’ services are defined

as those that are not commercially

dealt with by the entity. To arrive at

its correctness, one could examine

the same against various scenarios

and evaluate whether it deviates

from the stated treaty and also the

Circular interpretations.  To take

this model forward, if services ren-

dered by the BPO in India are the

ones that are actually being com-

mercially exploited or sold by the

parent entity, then such services,

based on the suggested model, are

core services and there is very little

reason to argue that it is not so.  The

commercial exploitation, of course,

has to be direct and not indirect.  

For example, let us say a com-

puter manufacturer in the US is tak-

ing assistance of its Indian BPO for

finding prospective customers; the

sale-leads are passed on to the US

parent for delivery. With reference

to the aforesaid definition of ‘com-

mercially saleable’, the services of

the BPO will not result in the paren-
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It is not entirely incorrect to

have a circular, which deter-

mines the methodology of

assessment. In the absence of

such clarity, each and every

BPO outfit would come

under the tax net and be

assessed by the tax officers at

the expense of the exchequer

with no tax collection since it

would fall under ‘incidental

and auxiliary’.



t’s PE in India.  This is for the reason

that the parent is not engaged in the

business of selling ‘sale-leads’ to

others in the US.  Hence, NPNT.  The

circular reiterates the above position

in paragraph 4.  Besides, the treaty

will consider this service to be ‘inci-

dental and auxiliary’.  

Before testing this theory for

another Service Company, let us

summarize the suggested model

again.  Based on this model, a for-

eign entity will qualify to have a PE

in India when its BPO is rendering

activities that result in creation of

products or services that are com-

mercially sold or exploited directly

in the US.  A sale-lead, in the above

example, may be commercially

saleable if the US parent was a BPO

in itself and selling these leads for a

price to the computer manufacturer.

However, it would not be true in

any other case.  In effect, the model

proposes to analyze the product or

service created by the BPO and

matches it with that sold by the US

parent.  If they happen to be the

same, then there seems to be every

reason for the US entity to pay PE

based tax in India.  In any other sit-

uation, it would clearly not be

applicable.  
Any model, howsoever subjec-

tive and prejudiced, will qualify to
be more acceptable if it continues to
give unbiased and correct results in
extreme scenarios.  The above
model –Commercially Saleable –
may be valid if it were to pass the test
for other service companies as well.  

For example, a travel agency in
the US may have outsourced ticket-
ing function to India.  The BPO
processes the information in India
and transmits the same to US for
final issuance of tickets.  The ques-
tion is will it be a PE of the US par-
ent?  Here again, what is sold by the

travel agency in the US, is not
processed information but travel
tickets.  All other functions would
then tantamount to facilitator func-
tions such as Accounts, Finance,
and Credit Appraisals.  In this sce-
nario, it may be unreasonable for
the tax officer to establish US PE in
India on the ground of necessity of
the said processed information
within the entire transaction value
chain. Stretching this definition
would give absurd results since
every activity within a Business
enterprise is necessary.  For the
sake of argument, without finance
which manufacturing entity can
operate? Without HR, which busi-
ness can function? Again, without
administration, no business can
survive for long.  Merely because
an activity is essential within a busi-
ness cycle does not make that activ-
ity invite PE tax. Only revenue
earning activities should lead to the
establishment of a PE and not every
activity, howsoever insignificant.
Besides giving erratic results, such
stretched interpretation would also
be against the principles laid down
by the Circular.  

It may be observed that rulings
by AAR or the Apex Court have
argued on the existence of PE based
on core activities being conducted in
India.  Undoubtedly, there is every
reason to believe that earlier such
BPO situations could not be visu-
alised.  But the underlying premise
for levy of taxes was always the loca-
tion of revenue generating activities.
With the issue of the Circular, it was
sought to be made clearer that only
those activities, which generate rev-
enue are core business activities
resulting in PE, rest are not.  

Pitted against this theory of
commercial salability, the func-
tions of finance, HR, administra-
tion would go out of the PE tax net
unless the parent is engaged in sell-

ing the same activities for a price.
Further, it will not be against the
intent of the Circular as well, since
otherwise, these are not the core
revenue generating activities.
Again, this conclusion has not
come to light due to the Circular but
as a result of the treaty provisions.
The Circular merely facilitated the
interpretation by giving examples.  

Though the Circular mentions
ticketing, etc. in paragraph 5 as
activities that necessarily form a
PE; however, based on the theory of
Commercial Salability, it would be
so only if the parent is engaged in
the business of selling travel tick-
ets, with the same being issued
from India.  In every other case,
processing of ticketing based infor-
mation would only qualify to be a
facilitator and thus incidental and
auxiliary activity.  When the US
entity is not selling processed infor-
mation then based on the suggested
model, it does not result in a PE.  

It may be reiterated that even
where it is believed that the
Indian BPO is under-invoicing, it
does not necessarily mean that its
parent has a PE – this aspect
would be separately dealt with as a
Transfer Pricing case and duly cov-
ered under Sec 92 of the IT Act. 

Therefore, CBDT Circular 1 of
2004 provides an indicative stand
proposed to be taken by the tax
department, which in effect is neu-
tral to the present treaty interpreta-
tions.  Its existence or lack of it does
not make much of a difference to
either the BPO or its parent.  The
hype so created after its issuance,
and sense of relief now that the
Circular is proposed to be with-
drawn, seems a bit exaggerated.

Even as the Circular is with-
drawn, it certainly has pointed
towards the indicative stance of the
revenue towards defining ‘inciden-
tal and auxiliary’ services though in
an indirect manner.  �
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